
Derek Steenholdt is our official Re-

search Officer. 

Derek is a recently retired Educator who 

had a long and fruitful career with the 

Education Department of Victoria. 

During that time he was not only a teacher 

and specialist teacher, but became a 

trainer of teachers.  

Our Derek is a ‘grade A’ researcher and 

along with his numerous qualifications he 

has a Masters of Education.  

Derek lives in West Gippsland and is 

married to the wonderful and ever patient 

Hilary. They have an adult daughter Sha-

ron. 

It is a real privilege to have a man of this 

calibre offering his services and time with-

out cost to our Movement. 

 

The following is one of the winning speech-
es a at recent Secondary School ‘speech 
contest’  The Year 11 Student chose the is-
sue of Cannabis Legalisation. 

“If I could recommend legalising something that 
would kill thousands of people, make 160,000 
Australian suffer through schizophrenia and 
potentially cost our economy $30 billion every 
single year…with no benefit to anyone… do you 

think it would be a good idea? 

I am sure all of you would agree that on the 

facts alone - it is a ridiculous idea. 

But some politicians must have been smoking 
their own egos or something, and perhaps 
some parasitic drug dealers want to make their 
own occupation cannibalistic legal, in order to 
make more profit at the expense of people’s 

lives. 

I’m talking about the question, should we legal-
ise marijuana in Australia?  All the facts scream 

NO WAY! 

Consider this: according to the NSW Mental 
Health Review Tribunal 80% of all schizophre-

nia cases are caused by smoking marijuana.    

Did you get that - 80% of all schizophrenia cas-
es are caused by smoking 

marijuana.  

Does anyone know what 

schizophrenia is like? 

Lori Schiller has schizophre-
nia – let me share how she 

describes her battle with it.  

“Life seems dark, scary and 
fragmented. I battled strange, 
ominous voices and sights in 
a forever tormented day-to-
day nightmare. I couldn't get 
relief from my psychotic 
world. I wanted to die desperately in an effort to 
free myself from this world. The first time I 
heard those derogatory voices was as a teen-
ager. I didn't know what was happening to me. I 
felt like I was possessed, and my mind was 
infected by demonic spirits. I was afraid to tell 
anyone about the voices for fear of being car-

1. While all illicit drug users 

were at increased risk of 

having experienced violence 

compared to the remainder 

of the sample, stimulant us-

ers were over represented 

compared to other illicit 

drugs. This study found a 

significant difference in the 

level of risk associated with 

the use of illicit drugs. While 

15.5% of the whole sample 

reported involvement in ag-

gressive incidents was (sic), 

the risks increased dramati-

cally to 26.4% for cannabis 

use; 30.6% for those using 

methamphetamines; and 

42.9% for ecstasy 1               

2 ‘ A Survey in the last 12 
months of over 2000 Emer-
gency Dept. Doctors and 
Nurses in Australia has 
found shocking statistics on 
alcohol effected ‘patients’: 

 98% suffered verbal 
aggression from in-
toxicated patient 

 92% experienced   
violence or physical 
threats 

 87% had felt unsafe 
due to  a drunk      
patient 

 88% said care of oth-
ers patients was   
negatively or very 
negatively affected by 
drunk patients  2  

Kanebus,Canubis,Kanebus,Canubis,Dope! Dope! Legalizing Legalizing stupid?stupid?   
ried off by the "white coats." I kept hearing the 
words over and over again: "You must die. You 

will die.”” 

Why would we inflict this walking nightmare on 
anyone? 80% of schizophrenia cases are linked 
to marijuana. Even for people who don’t develop 

schizophrenia - It's really dangerous. 

The impact on public health is enormous. Accord-
ing to the Australian Bureau of statistics, approxi-
mately 25,000 people are hospitalized every year 

due to Marijuana.    

By smoking this drug, not only are you 5 times 
more likely to have a heart attack, but according 
to Jenny Williams, from the University of Mel-
bourne, "Daily users of cannabis during adoles-
cence are seven times more likely to attempt sui-
cide!" This, of course has a huge impact on fami-

lies and communities. 

While some people argue that marijuana is harm-
less, many do not realize that the cannabis used 
today is on average up to 40 times stronger than 

that used by ‘flower power’ hippies of the 1960s. 

Dr. Nora D. Volkow, director of the National Insti-
tute on Drug Abuse, says that 1 in 6 high school 
students who have smoked marijuana will be-

come addicted.  It is also 
known as a “gateway drug” to 
cocaine and meth… drugs 
that kill and destroy almost 

everyone they touch. 

Rebuttal: People argue that 

by legalising marijuana, they 
will be able to regulate who 
gets the drug…to make sure 

that minors can't get hold of it.  

I disagree, and so do the 

facts. 

Simply making a new law 
doesn't mean that there won't be a black market 
or people breaking the law – but it does tell socie-
ty what is best – and it sets a standard by which 
many people live.  If dangerous drugs remain 
illegal, people are more likely to realise it’s dan-

gers.  

Continued on back page 

1.  ‘Illicit drug use and experience of harm in 

the night-time economy’, Journal of Substance 

Use,  

2.  ‘Alcohol Harm In Australasian Emergency 

Departments—Australasian College for Emer-

gency Medicine (released October 2014) 
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Happy and Safe Christmas to all! 



 New FACEBOOK page for NO Brainer  - ‘Like us’ at  

  https://www.facebook.com/DalgarnosNB    
Education Manager— moving forward. 
As we head towards 2015, plans are well underway with new 
avenues being explored. Negotiations are currently underway 
with Centrelink in terms of reaching parents and families who 
have recently arrived in Australia. This is a particularly vulnerable 
group as the Western world (the good, the bad and the ugly) is 
often so new to them and their children; which makes them easy 
targets for misinformation and embracing vulnerable behaviours. 
In addition, discussions are also underway with Community 
Kinders Plus based in Frankston. Once again, our hope is to 
reach, engage and positively influence – this time with the 1,000 
plus families that are in this space. 
My VISION is not only to continue promoting the highly success-
ful “No Brainer I wish I never…” schools-based curriculum and 
seminar approach, but to tap into the untapped! Our ever-growing 
diverse society and the service providers and government 
agencies/departments that are willing to work with us to explore 
new and better ways to help create healthy and resilient commu-

nities, families and individuals – no matter what their beliefs, back-
grounds and socio-economics.. 
As the saying goes: “We’re all in this together”. Let’s play our part 
well.                      Deb O’Mahony—Education Manager 

 

VCampus News: South Australia—Campus Coordi-
nator Jo Baxter continues to engage with not only key 
secondary schools but also other agencies to maximise 

Dalgarno’ s resourcing and networking capacity.  

NSW—Sydney: Campus Coordinator Ross Colquhoun 
has been busy advocating on ICE and Cannabis issues 
and is successfully engaged as our representative to the 
government looking at the way overdue revitalisation of 
the ANCB (Aust National Council on Drugs) This has 
been yet another peak body, overrun by Harm Reduction 
ONLY lobbyists. Demand Reduction Pillar of the Nation-
al Drug strategy has suffered from 30 years of pro-drug 
use ideology and it is time to change. Ross is also as-
sisting with submission writing and media releases and 
is starting to make a real impact in his jurisdiction. 
Hunter Valley: Dr Wayne Miller has continued to work 
within limitations of time and resources, but after much 
persistence has opened up two schools in the region for 
seminar work this year and 2015. It is great news to get 
some traction and we look forward to continuing to de-

velop this V Campus. 

Bendigo—Our network in this regional city is slowly 
growing and we are working with a couple of secondary 
schools in the area. Campus Coordinator Dave Harris is 
currently looking for someone to take on the role of 

Campus Coordinator as his is currently oversubscribed. 
We have one possible candidate in the wings and we 
look forward to developing our work in Bendigo in the 

next 18 months.  

Central—The appointment of two new contractors to 
the roles of Education Manager and Operations Manag-
er is fabulous. (see page 3) Our Administration Officer, 
Mallini Richard, is now on three days a week and ramp-

ing up her Isabella’s List coordinator role.  

We have also moved our office to a bigger venue! We 
are still in the same building, but our Landlord M.T.A.S, 
granted us a bigger office area with three separate offic-

es. This was very timely to accommodate staff growth. 

The Board—It was with sadness that we farewelled 
one of our longest standing Board Members, Mrs Ellen 
Chandler this year. Due to ill health Ellen was unable to 
continue with her role. We would like again, to publically 
acknowledge the remarkable, service and tenure in our 
sector (few to match her) and  express our warmest ap-

preciation for Ellen’s investment in our vital work. 

Are YOU our new Board member?— We are 

currently looking for energetic people who want to 
become members of our Board. If that is you, please 

contact, Secretary at director@dalgarnoinstitute.org.au  

Education:  Next Phase  
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New Prospectus As many of you are already aware, we have 

been looking to commence a rollout of our full Curriculum, ‘I wish I 
never..’ The good news is that this has commenced in the last 6 
months. 

Partae Girl Curriculum 
We are currently collaborating with ATOM and producing a new cur-
riculum set just for our Partae Girl DVD Resource. This exciting part-
nership will see this resource be not only given national profile, but 
strong promotion and distribution potential. This is one of the key 
‘boxes ticketed’ for our 2015-16 Vision. 
 
Developing Resources 

 New PowerPoint presentations on our website—we have 
uploaded new PowerPoint resources for our current paid 
up members. These can be found at  Partner Resources 
on  http://dalgarnoinstitute.org.au/index.php/
dalgarnothanks/partner-resources  

 No Brainer Heads Up Updates and growing subscrip-
tion—each month we send out a email resource present-
ing an overview of various evidence based data and 
news reports on Alcohol and Other drugs. Our user 
group includes school teachers, health workers, clini-
cians, youth workers and other educators. 

AROUND THE VCAMPUSES! 



As mother of three children aged 15 to 21 years. I am concerned being the pri-
mary nurturing and caring guardian of my children’s well being in light of what is 

happening in society around us today. 

At Dalgarno, we are committed to preventing harm from substance abuse partic-
ularly to our children, the youth in our community and pregnant mothers from 
alcohol and other drugs. We face many challenges, nevertheless, we do not 
baulk, but keep persevering because even small steps forward can ultimately 

lead to a change to the bigger picture! 

We promote non-alcoholic wines in community outreach and at school fundrais-
ing stalls which highlight awareness of these great alternatives. We have many 
parents calling to order on the non-alcoholic drinks as they help when planning 

family functions without the “hang-over” the next day and everybody gets to drive home safe and sober! 

Earlier this year we were invited to be part of Koonung Secondary College’s 50th Anniversary celebrations. It was a wonderful event 
that saw parents loving our approach to the AOD issues. The fact that Dalgarno Institute  had conducted No Brainer workshops in the 

school added to our profile. Parents were supportive and engaging with the video presentation we did. They also participated in signing 
the petition to increase drinking age limit from 18 to 21 years. Kindly  contact our office for a copy to be mailed out to you if you are in-

terested in signing and distributing it. Or go to http://www.greaterrisk.com/MLDA21PetitionGeneric.pdf  

We continue to raise awareness of FASD (Foetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder) and the imperative of saying NO to alcohol, at all stages 
of pregnancy and breast feeding,  giving us the best chance of a future free of FASD.                         

It’s “prevention for life” by making a difference - one life at a time!  

Mallini Richard: Isabella’s List Coordinator and Ambassador 1300 975 002 or simply Google Isabella’s List 

ISABELLA’S LIST 
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Isabella’s List Community Educa-

tion at Koonung Secondary College 

NEW STAFF—DALGARNO GROWTH CONTINUES 
We are very excited to announce the realization, of yet another key growth goal; the appointment 

of a new Education Manager and the filling of a brand new position of Operations Manager. 

Operations Manager – Dylan Redman: Dylan has a general background in education 

and psychology, teaching overseas and in Australia and recently completing studies in Psycholo-
gy at Monash University. While studying Psychology at Monash, Dylan studied a range of sub-

jects including: Studies of Addiction, Abnormal Psychology and Research Methods. 

Dylan has experience in event management and strategic crafting and deployment of community 
engagement activities. Dylan’s keen in helping the Institute promote best practice of  AOD absti-
nence for the developing Generation Now. He looks forward to developing in his role as Opera-

tions Manager to complement and build on the programs and history of the Dalgarno Institute. 

Dylan is married to Lisa, he enjoys playing and writing music as well as landscape photography, 

in his spare time. 

Education Manager – Deb O’Mahony :Deb comes to us with a rich background and vocational journey that fit her 

well for the Management of Education role at Dalgarno. She has worked at all levels of govern-
ment undertaking project leadership, management and community development, Including      

working with: 

• “At risk” young people, families experiencing disadvantage, new arrivals/migrant refugees  

• Alcohol & other drug issues plus general “at risk” issues re: forums/reference groups/ 

 partnerships/advocacy & education 

• Event management. 

• Staff recruitment, staff satisfaction, performance management, HR Audits, facilitator/trainer  re: 

 management programs & external client focus groups  

Deb was also the Manager of Recon Street Van and Community House including a large           

volunteer base. She is a VECCI member, as well as  MBTI accredited facilitator, 

Personally speaking, Deb loves the beach, fitness, footy/cricket, eating out and being social.  

 

Mr Dylan Redman 
Operations Manager 

Deb O’Mahony 
Education Manager 
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Spotlight on—Cannabis! 

The Fence or The           
Ambulance 

Joseph Malines 
‘Twas a dangerous cliff, as they freely con-
fessed, though to walk near its crest was so 

pleasant: 
But over its terrible edge there had slipped a 
duke and many a peasant; so the people said 
something would have to be done. But their 

projects did not at all tally: 
Some said, "Put a fence around the edge of 
the cliff" Some, "An ambulance down in the 

valley." But the cry for the ambulance carried 
the day. For it spread to the neighbouring 

city: A fence may be useful or not, it is true, 
but each heart became brimful of pity, for 

those who had slipped o’er that dangerous 
cliff,  

And the dwellers in highway and alley gave 
dollars or gave cents, not to put up a fence, 

But an ambulance down in the valley. 
"For the cliff is alright if you’re careful," they 
said, "and if folks even slip or are dropping, it 
isn't the slipping that hurts them so much as 

the shock down below-when they're          
stopping," 

So day after day when these mishaps oc-
curred, quick forth would the rescuers sally to 
pick up the victims who fell off the cliff, with 

their ambulance down in the valley. 
Then an old man remarked, "it's a marvel to 
me that people give far more attention to re-
pairing results than to stopping the cause, 
when they'd much better aim at prevention. 
Let us stop at its source all this mischief, 

cried he. "Come neighbours and friends, let 
us rally: 

If the cliff we will fence, we might almost dis-
pense with the ambulance down in the       

valley." 
But a sensible few who are practical too, will 
not bear with such nonsense much longer. 
They believe that prevention is better than 

cure and their party will soon be the stronger. 
Encourage them, then with your purse, voice 

and pen and (while other philanthropists     
dally) 

They will scorn all pretence, and erect a stout 
fence on the cliff that hangs over the valley                                    

  
Compiled by Hazel Felleman - Published by Dou-

bleday, 1936 

Just some snapshots of 1000’s of Evidence Based Documents 

“And it’s not because they [alcohol & tobacco] are more danger-
ous or addictive. Not at all — they are less dangerous. It’s be-
cause they are legal. . . The legalization process generates a 
much greater exposure of people and hence of negative conse-
quences that will emerge. And that’s why I always say, ‘Can we 
as a country afford to have a third legal drug? Can we?’ We know 
the costs already on health care, we know the costs on acci-
dents, on lost productivity. I let the numbers speak for them-
selves.” 
Nora Volkow  - Direictor National Institute on Drug Abuse  (24/6/14 “Myths on Post Smok-
ing” by Ruth Marcus is a columnist and editorial writer for The Washington Post) 
 

* One in six teenagers who regularly smoke the drug become depend-
ent 
* It doubles risk of developing psychotic disorders, including schizo-
phrenia  
* Heavy use in adolescence appears to impair intellectual development 
* Driving after smoking cannabis doubles risk of having a car crash. 
The study's author said: 'If cannabis is not addictive then neither is 
heroin'  Further to that in a paper, published in the journal Addiction, 
he wrote that the rise of medical treatment for cannabis ‘dependence 
syndrome’ had not been stopped by legalisation. The number of can-
nabis users seeking help to quit or control their cannabis use has in-
creased during the past two decades in the United States, Europe and 
Australia...The same increase has occurred in the Netherlands, where 
cannabis use was decriminalised more than 40 years ago.’ 
The terrible truth about cannabis: Expert's devastating 20-year study finally demol-
ishes claims that smoking pot is harmless By Ben Spencer, Science Reporter for UK 
DAILY MAIL Published 7/10/2014   

 
We provide evidence that regular cannabis use is associated with grey 
matter volume reduction in the medial temporal cortex, temporal pole, 
parahippocampal gyrus, insula, and orbitofrontal cortex; these regions 
are rich in cannabinoid CB1 receptors and functionally associated 
with motivational, emotional, and affective processing. Furthermore, 
these changes correlate with the frequency of cannabis use in the 3 
months before inclusion in the study. The age of onset of drug use 
also influences the magnitude of these changes. Significant grey mat-
ter volume reduction could result either from heavy consumption un-
related to the age of onset or instead from recreational cannabis use 
initiated at an adolescent age.  
Long-Term Effects of Cannabis on Brain Structure  Neuropsychopharmacology (2014) 
39, 2041–2048 & 2014 American College of Neuropsychopharmacology. 

 

Colorado  numbers—one-third of the high school students 
were under the influence during school hours. If an individu-
al is a regular user of 2-3 years of marijuana, they lose an 
average of 6 to 8 points in their IQ says Dr. M.H. Meier of NI-
DA. There was a 57% increase in marijuana-related emergen-
cy room visits from 2011 to 2013 (about 13,000 visits). 
Rocky Mountain Drug Trafficking reports: 2012 
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Victorian State Launch of “Andrew Chan Story” 

It was a pleasure to attend the Dalgarno Institute’s 

Annual General Meeting and Victorian launch of 

the Andrew Chan documentary “Dear Me”, as the 

newly appointed Operations Manager. The venue, 

Forest Hill Hoyts cinemas, created a great atmos-

phere particularly as the AGM also included the 

launch of “Dear Me”, the documentary the Dalgar-

no Institute co-produced, about the leader of the 

‘Bali 9’, Andrew Chan.   

The AGM occurred prior to the screening of the 

documentary and included presentations by the Chairman Ian Watkinson, Treasurer 

David Purnell and Executive Director Shane Varcoe which were well received by all in 

attendance.  

After a short break, with a choc-top, popcorn and drink in hand, the people present for 

the launch of “Dear Me” filled the cinema to first hear the Executive Director provide an 

engaging and informative contextual talk that provided a framework for understanding 

the drug culture, which transitioned smoothly 

into the screening of the film. 

“Dear Me” proved to be an enlightening explo-

ration into the world of Andrew Chan and the 

‘Bali 9’, revealing the motivation and naive be-

liefs behind their actions as well as the re-

morse that Andrew and Myuran Sukumaran 

feel now. Heidi Victoria, the state member for 

the Bayswater District (as well as the Minister 

for the Arts, Women’s Affairs and Consumer Af-

fairs) spoke about the impact that “Dear Me” 

had on her, saying that this is a film that 

needs to be seen and has a great mes-

sage that all parents and their children 

need to hear. 

I look forward to next year’s AGM and 

other events throughout this year, with 

the vision of increasing the Dalgarno    

Institute’s reach and impact. 

Dylan Redman—Operations Manager 

Minister for Arts, Heidi       

Victoria Launches ‘Dear Me’ 

Some of the guests at Hoyts Cinema for the Launch of Dear Me...The Andrew Chan Story’ 

Executive Director—Frames the 

evening and introduces Dear Me 



The Colorado example: However - when it comes down to the debate on legalising marijua-

na we can learn from the mistakes of those who have already legalised it.  

In the US, there are two states that have fully legalised marijuana: Colorado and Washington.   

Colorado fully legalised marijuana in 2012. The results have undoubtedly proven that legalising 
marijuana doesn’t work, while at the same time they have gotten themselves into a lot of trouble. 
Apparently in Colorado you have to be at least 21 years old to grow or purchase marijuana, this 
hasn't stopped or even slowed teenage use.  According to last month's report by the Rocky 
Mountain HIDTA “the number of teenagers using marijuana in Colorado is now nearly 50% 
above the national average. This is the same for college students. In fact 1 in 4 college students 

currently smoke marijuana in Colorado.”   

Making it legal means more underage people are using it. Yet what is even more frightening is 
hospitalisations related to marijuana have increased by 81% since it was legalised. Total road 
fatalities by marijuana positive drivers have increased by over 100% since it's legalisation in 

Colorado. 

This hard science and reliable data clearly shows that the legalization of marijuana in Colorado 

has been a terrible public policy from every perspective. 

Conclusion: As marijuana use increases here in Australia, we can expect intensified 
needs for health care and social services such as substance abuse treatment and child 

protective services. 

Australia just can’t afford another drug to be legalised as tobacco costs Australia’s 
health system around $31 billion dollars. Alcohol costs our health system an estimated 
$36 Billion and marijuana already costs Australia an estimated 4.5 billion dollars as an 
illegal drug. Just imagine how much it would cost if it were legal? Some estimates put it 

over $40 Billion dollars…. 

When I see the pain endured by people with schizophrenia and think that 80% of its cas-
es can be linked to marijuana – when I think of the 
road toll from users increasing by 100% when it was 
legalised… when I think of the cost to the economy, to 
families and to people’s lives… there is just no way 
anyone can reasonably believe that this could be good 

for society..          Z. Dettman – Year 11, Victoria. 

( )
“Over 150 years of Minimising Harm by Maximising Prevention” 

PO Box 7005 Dandenong 3175 P: 1300 975 002  F: 1300952551   admin@dalgarnoinstitute.org.au 

www.dalgarnoinstitute.org.au  

Dalgarno Institute 

Central Campus 

admin@dalgarnoinsitute.org.au 

1300 975 002 

PO Box 7005 

Dandenong Vic 3175 

Bendigo VCampus                                              

bendigo@dalgarnoinstitute.org.au      

0403065686 

PO Box 234                                             

Eaglehawk VIC 3556 

Hunter (NSW)  VCampus                             

dacnsw@dalgarnoinstitute.org.au 

0414506905 

PO Box 19                                      

Cooranbong NSW 2265 

Syndey  VCampus 

sydney@dalgarnoinstitute.org.au 

0468 450 696  

Roseberry NSW 2018 

S.A. VCampus                             

southaust@dalgarnoinstitute.org.au 

0403 334 002 

1 Collingrove Ave 

Broadview  SA  5083 
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Support our work!  Help us make it easier to say...   

              ‘No Thanks!’ 

 

Name _____________________________________ 

Address____________________________________  

_____________________________Postcode_______ 

Email_______________________________________ 

Phone (___)_______________________  $_________ 

please debit my credit card  Mastercard Visa  Expiry ______ 

 

Signature_____________________________________________________ 

Schools  Education Fence Building Research (D.A.R.T.) 

Bounce (Parent Night) B.O.W.I. Mission (Better Off Without It) 

Gifts of $2 and over to COADE Inc (Dalgarno Institute) are Tax Deductible 

Leaving Bequests 

Many long time and faithful supporters have and will 
choose to leave a portion of their estate to the work of 

Temperance. Whilst over the years, the labour and 
passion of our movement has not changed, its name 

has. Consequently we have had recent experiences of 
Estates  

leaving  bequests to our work , but under a previous 
name. As you can imagine this creates some  legal 

issues and often delays or denies our movement re-
ceiving the gracious gift.  

To avoid this, we would like to simply request that if 
you have, or intend on, leaving a bequest to the work 
of Temperance that you stipulate it be given to DAL-
GARNO INSTITUTE (C.O.A.D.E Inc.)  This will  ensure 

your gift contributes to the continuation of helping 
Australians have a better chance at a safer and health-

ier future. 

mailto:admin@dalgarnoinstitute.org.au?subject=Donation

